
At some point in your data management initiative, the time comes to compare apples to 
apples--to weigh the pros and cons of competing solutions.

There’s No Comparison. We Think Adept Wins Hands Down. Here’s Why...

Tighter Document Security –  Adept’s Smart 
Document Vaulting provides the security and control 
you need. And unlike others, it does all this without 
the hassle of encrypting or scrambling your file names 
or folder structure. Your proprietary, mission critical 
corporate documents are never held hostage.

Fast, Rapid Access & Collaboration –  Adept 
provides single or multi-site organizations secure, 
controlled access to documents from any connected 
location. Adept delivers built-in security, version control, 
and an audit trail for each document throughout 
its lifecycle. Adept Vault Replication lets multiple 
geographic locations share a common Vault while, 
providing users at any location with fast, local access 
to files. The result? You always work on the latest 
version—anytime, anywhere. When you activate 
Adept’s Binary Differencing option only the changes 
between files—not the entire file—are replicated, 
making your transfers faster and minimizing network 
bandwidth. 

Best Multi-CAD Integration – Unlike other solutions, 
Adept delivers tight integration with the world’s most 
popular CAD products, including AutoCAD® and 
AutoCAD-based products, Autodesk Inventor®, 
SolidWorks® and MicroStation®. Adept delivers the 
same powerful features and intuitive interface for all 
of its CAD applications, so user adoption is fast in 
multi-CAD environments—whether in house or across 
geographically dispersed sites.

Proven Track Record – Used by over 30,000 
design and engineering professionals, from small 
and medium sized manufacturers to some of the 
largest corporations, Adept manages and controls the 
intellectual property and assets of the world’s most 
competitive companies. Our strategic partnerships with 
Autodesk, Inc. and Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks 
Corporation guarantee you the “highest level of 
integration” with their CAD applications. Our integral 
partnership with Oracle delivers you the world’s 
foremost viewer inside Adept at no extra charge for 
unprecedented viewing, redlining, and printing.

The World’s Most Powerful Visualization Solution 
Adept Desktop, Explorer and Reviewer includes 
Oracle’s AutoVue 3D Professional, the world’s premier 
visualization tool for design, engineering and business 
applications, at no extra charge. The Adept viewer 
provides native support for up to 450 formats, giving 
stakeholders across the enterprise critical access to 
data and easy tools for feedback during all stages of the 
design process and project lifecycle. 

Extreme, Flexible Transmittal Tools  – Compare 
Adept’s transmittal tools side by side with other 
solutions and you’ll agree: Adept’s transmittals are fast, 
easy to use, and extremely flexible for creating, sending, 
and tracking. Since the transmittals you send are all 
created from inside Adept’s controlled environment, 
you reduce the risk of errors compared to paper-based 
transmittal processes. You’re also guaranteed that your 
transmittals always include the latest documents and 
their referenced files.

Data Management Is All We Do – Whether you need 
to get control of your data in a workgroup or across a 
global enterprise, Synergis Software is 100% focused 
on your organization’s success. With over 20 years 
of solid experience in developing, implementing and 
supporting Adept data management software, our 
people have the talent and in-the-trenches experience 
to deliver the highest quality software, training, 
and implementation services personalized to  your 
organization’s needs. As a partner with Synergis 
Software, you have a direct line to everyone in the 
company—your Account Manager, Implementation 
Specialist, Project Manager, Helpdesk, the Executive 
team, and the entire Development group. 

Unlike other software companies, we are 100% 
hands-on involved in making you outrageously 
successful.
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